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The energy distribution of produced particles inmultiple particle productionis formulated empirically based
on the data of direct observations by accelerator and cosmic-ray experiments at 1012–1014 eV. The formulated
distribution indicates violation of the Feynman scaling law, which was shown to be valid in the low energy
region of<1012 eV. That is, the particle density is suppressed in the forward region and enhanced in the central
region, compared with the distribution of the Feynman scaling law. The consequences of the formulated
distribution, such as multiplicity, inelasticity, etc., are discussed at high energies of>1015 eV by extrapolation.
The distribution is also compared with those of nuclear interaction models which are used widely in simula-
tions of accelerator and cosmic-ray experiments.






















































The study of multiple particle production~MPP! is impor-
tant for particle physics, because it may offer useful inf
mation to perturbative and nonperturbative quantum chro
dynamics, the mechanism of the color confinement a
formation of strings.
The study is important for high energy cosmic-ray phy
ics, too, because MPP is one of the main processes w
govern high energy cosmic-ray diffusion in the atmosphe
Experimental data of high energy cosmic-ray phenome
much of which are obtained by ground-based experiment,
analyzed usually by assuming a certain model of MPP. C
sequently many of the conclusions which are obtained
analyzing high energy cosmic-ray phenomena are mo
dependent ones, with each different model predicting a
ferent feature of MPP.
There are various models, theoretical and phenomenol
cal, to describe MPP. However these models do not pre
the features of MPP consistently with each other, and do
succeed in describing the existing experimental data in a
isfactory manner. A discrepancy between the model pre
tions and experimental data is discussed in this paper for
data of direct observations at 1014 eV. There are several in
dications that experimental data of cosmic rays are not
scribed well by the current models in the primary ener
region exceeding;1015 eV @1#.
To discuss MPP, it is convenient to start from the ene
distribution of produced particles, since some important f
tures of MPP, such as inelasticity and multiplicity, are d
rived from it. To discuss the energy distribution, however,
have almost noa priori guiding principles except energ
conservation. On the other hand a theoretical approach
not yet describe MPP without ambiguity. Furthermore, th
are many theoretical models to address different feature



























In given present circumstances, it may be reasonabl
take a phenomenological approach or to start from exp
mental data while as much as possible trying to avoid
sumptions without experimental basis. It is pertinent to d
cuss MPP models now, because available data exists
wide energy region, i.e., accelerator data at 1014 eV, data
from mountain emulsion chamber experiments at;1015 eV,
data from air shower experiments at;1016 eV, and data of
highest energy air showers at>1018 eV.
As the first step we examine the data from direct obs
vation by accelerator and cosmic-ray experiments in the
ergy region of;1014 eV, and formulate an energy distribu
tion of produced particles based on the Feynman scaling
with scaling violation parameters.
Validity of the formulated model will be tested first of a
in the highest energy regions of>1018 eV, which will be
made in the succeeding papers. The advantage in exam
the highest energy events is that the energy dependenc
the formulated model appears in an easily distinguished w
In other words, the difference of respective models is
large in the energy region 1015–1016 eV. If the formulated
model fails to describe the highest energy events, we m
find another formulation based on the data from cosmic-
experiments at 1015–1017 eV.
Our study is made in the following way. Assuming th
energy distribution of produced particles, which tends to t
of the Feynman scaling law at low energies, we determ
magnitudes of the scaling violation parameters at vari
collision energies where the experimental data is availa
Assuming that the obtained energy dependence of the sca
violation parameters is valid up to 1020 eV, we discuss the
consequences of the formulated distribution at higher en
gies. The formulated distribution is compared with the p
dictions of models which are used widely in simulations
accelerator and cosmic-ray experiments.©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
OHSAWA, SHIBUYA, AND TAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054004TABLE I. List of the experiments and their respective measurements.










Brazil-Japan Collab.@6# Mt. Chacaltaya h-Ca 500b ymax512.2 dN/dyg g-rays yg>7.8
53 ymax* 54.0 dN/dh* charged
UA5 Collab. @7# CERN p̄p 200 ymax* 55.3 dN/dh* charged uh* u,4.5
546 ymax* 56.3 dN/dh* charged
900 ymax* 56.8 dN/dh* charged
UA7 Collab. @8# CERN p̄p 630 ymax* 56.4 dN/dy* p
0 y* 55.0;6.6
Harr et al. @9# CERN p̄p 630 ymax* 56.4 dN/dh* charged h* 51.5;5.5
aHadron~nucleon, pion!-carbon collisions.






























elyII. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCED PARTICLES
In this section we discuss the energy distribution of p
duced particles inN–N ~nucleon-nucleon! inelastic colli-
sions under the assumption that the final state of mult
particle production consists of a surviving particle, which h
the same particle nature as the incident particle, and the
duced particles. The view is valid empirically if one assum
that the energy of the surviving particle is distributed b
tween 0 andE0 in the laboratory system.
1 Note that the
surviving particle is not always the leading particle or t
highest energy particle. Plausibility of the assumption w
discussed in detail in Ref.@2#. This approach does not requir
specifying kinds of produced particles at all.
A. Scaling function
Feynman assumed that the energy distribution of p
duced particles in multiple particle production, expressed
the variablex* [2puu* /As (puu* : the longitudinal componen
of the momentum vectorp* of the produced particle!,2 is
independent of the incident energyAs at high energies@3#.
This assumption appeared to be valid up to the energy
As563 GeV, the maximum available energy at that time@4#.
One of the empirical formulas to express the energy dis














1Strictly speaking, the energy of the surviving particle is assum
to be distributed betweenE15max(0,2̂K&21)E0 and E2
5min(2^K&,1)E0 in the laboratory system, depending on the av
age value of the inelasticitŷK&. That is, the energy is distribute
between 0 and 1 when̂K&50.5.
2The quantities with and without an asterisk (* ) are those in the











The distribution is called ‘‘the scaling function’’ hereafte
and matches the experimental data well as can be seen in
5.
As the relationx* .E/E0[x is valid at high energy, Eq












where the factor 3/2 should be modified slightly when all t
produced particles are not pions. The energy dependenc




w0~x!dx.DF lnS E0mpD2 2512G ~4!
which matches the experimental data fairly well in the lo
energy region~see Fig. 6!.
B. dNÕdy* and dNÕdh* from dNÕdx*
At still higher energies, there are several data sets of
rect observation by cosmic-ray and accelerator experime
which are tabulated chronologically in Table I. Note that t
experimental data are presented in various quantities, suc
rapidity density, pseudo-rapidity density, etc., owing to t
experimental conditions of the respective groups.
To compare the data in Table I with the scaling functio
one has to transformdN/dx* into dN/dh* , dN/dy* , etc. In
doing so, one has to take into account that the average v
of the transverse momentum̂pT& depends on the rapidity




3The energy distribution of produced particlesw0(x)dx is the av-
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present authors@11#, we assume thatx distribution of the









where the parametersa anda8 are adjustable. This formula






05400andAs→`. The parametersa (>1) anda8 (>1) express
enhancement of the scaling function in the central region
suppression in the forward region, respectively.4 The mean-
ing of the term 2m/As is discussed below.
The pT distribution is assumed to be
g~pT!dpT5pT expS 2 pTp0DdpTp02 ~6!
withp05H c ~x* ,x0* !cS x0*
x*
D c8 ~x* .x0* ! ~c50.2 GeV/c, c850.57, x0* 50.08!. ~7!en-
n
According to thepT distribution of Eq.~6!, the average value
of pT , ^pT&52p0, becomes smaller in the forward regio
x* .x0* , which is observed by the experiments@10,8#. The
values ofc8 andx0* are determined in Appendix A.
There are several points of improvement or modificat
from the previous work of Ref.@11#, and they lead to a
slightly different conclusion about the degree of scaling v
lation due to differentpT dependence of the adopted fun
tion. These are
~1! The distribution is factorized intodN/dx* andg(pT)
in this work, while intodN/dy* andg(pT) in the previous
work. It is evident that present factorization is better, beca
x* is independent ofpT but y* is not.
~2! The denominator of the distribution i
Ax* 21(2m/As)2 in this work butx* in the previous work.
The present one is better because otherwisedN/dy* is di-
vergent aty* 50. ~See the comment in Sec. II D, too.!
Since the definitions of the Feynman variable (x* ), the
















































The distributionsdN/dy* and dN/dh* are obtained by
numerical integration with respect to the transverse mom
tum pT . The parameterp0 in Eq. ~7! is expressed by the
rapidity y* and the pseudo-rapidityh* in the following way:
p05H c ~y* ,y0* !
ce2c8(y* 2y0* ) ~y* .y0* !
~y0* 5yc21.5! ~10!
and
p05H c ~h* ,h0* !
ce2c8(h* 2h0* ) ~h* .h0* !
~h0* 5yc21.3!,
~11!
4Increase of the valuea also brings an increase in the distributio























OHSAWA, SHIBUYA, AND TAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054004wherec851/1.7650.57. Derivations of Eqs.~10! and ~11!
can be found in Appendix A. The distribution ofg rays,
which is to be used for analyzing Chacaltaya emulsion ch
ber data, is discussed in Appendix B.
C. Scaling violation parameters
Using Eqs.~8! and ~9!, we can calculate the~pseudo-!
rapidity density distribution at the incident energyAs for
various values of the parametersa and a8, which are to be
compared with those of the experimental data. We ass








FIG. 1. Energy dependence of the scaling violation parame
a ~the upper figure! anda8 ~lower! in Eq. ~5! in the text. Plots are
obtained by fitting the calculated curves of~pseudo-!rapidity den-
sity distribution to those of the experimental data. The full circ
are from the experimental data of the UA5 Collaboration@7#, and
the open circles are from those of other experimental gro
@7,12,9#. All the experimental data are listed in Ref.@7#. The bar
with an arrow, indicated as ‘‘C-jets,’’ is from the cosmic-ray expe
ment @6#. The hatched area indicates the energy region where
Feynman scaling law (a.1.0 anda8.1.0) is verified by the ex-
periments. The lines are the assumed energy dependences in m








The energy dependence of the parametera is shown in Fig. 1
together with experimental data. Then the pseudorapi
density ath* 50 is given by
S dNdh* D
h* 50




which reproducesr(0)50.74s0.105 found by the UA5 Col-
laboration@7#. It may be worth mentioning that the data o
r(0), the pseudo-rapidity density ath* 50, is a reliable
quantity in a collider-type accelerator experiment. Figure
shows the pseudo-rapidity distributions atAs5546 GeV for
various values of the scaling violation parametera8.
The calculated distributions are compared with the exp
mental data, listed in Table I, with an aim at finding the val
of the scaling violation parametera8. In fitting the curves to
the experimental data we put a heavier weight on the d
points in the forward region than those in the plateau of
distribution because the density in the plateau is almost fi
by the parametera. For example, in Fig. 3 the best-fit curv
is consistent with the data points in the forward region in
case ofAs553 GeV. The data are those of all inelast
events but not only NSD~nonsingle-diffractive! events,5 be-
5Definitions of all inelastic events and NSD events are
sinel5sNSD1sSD and sNSD5sND1sDD
where ND, SD, and DD stand for ‘‘nondiffractive,’’ ‘‘single-
diffractive’’ and ‘‘double-diffractive’’ events. According to the UA5
Collaboration data, the density of the former is 10% smaller th
that of the latter in the pseudo-rapidity range 0<h* <3.5 and is





FIG. 2. Pseudo-rapidity density distributions atAs5546 GeV
for various values of the scaling violation parametera8. The param-
eter a is given by Eq.~12! in the text. The kink in the curve a
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diffusion. The energy dependence of the scaling violat
parametersa anda8 are shown in Fig. 1, where we observ
that the parametera8 has a stronger dependence than
parametera.
From the energy dependence of the parametersa anda8
in Fig. 1, we assume two cases of
a85S E0A D
a8
~a850.105 and 0.210!, ~14!
which are called model 1 and model 2 hereafter. The par
etersa anda8 in model 1 have the same energy dependen
and those in model 2 are the best fit to the experimental d
Note that the data from Harret al. and from the C-jets of the
Chacaltaya experiment deviate from the line of model
Model 0 witha5a851.0, which stands for the case of Fey
man scaling law, is included for reference~Table II!.
To show how the experimental data are described by
formula of Eq.~9! with appropriate values of the paramete
a and a8, Fig. 3 presents the pseudo-rapidity density dis
butions of all inelastic events~but not only of nonsingle-
diffractive events! recorded by the UA5 Collaboration to
gether with those of the formulated models. One can se
the figure that the reproduction is satisfactory by mode
and that model 0~the Feynman scaling law! cannot repro-
duce the data both in the central and forward regions. N
that the distribution of model 0 is slightly energy depende
as can be seen in Eq.~5!.
It is also interesting to see how the formulated distribut
is reproduced by the models which are used recently in si
lations of atmospheric cosmic-ray diffusion. In Fig. 4 w
compare the pseudo-rapidity density distributions@13#, pre-
FIG. 3. Pseudo-rapidity density distributions by UA5 Collab
ration experiment~plots!, those of model 2~solid lines!, and those
of model 0~chain lines!. The data are those of all inelastic events
the energies ofAs553 GeV (d), 200 GeV (n), 546 GeV (L),
and 900 GeV (s). The solid lines are by model 2 with the param














dicted by UA5 code@14#,6 VENUS @15#, QGSJET@16#, SIBYLL
@17#, HDPM @18#, andDPMJET @19# with those of the presen
models. The simulation modelsVENUS, QGSJET, andDPMJET
are based on Gribov-Regge theory of soft hadronic co
sions, while UA5 code,SIBYLL andHDPM are fully or partly
phenomenological. Note that the pseudo-rapidity density
simulations is for NSD~nonsingle-diffractive! events while
that of the calculation is for all inelastic events.
Table III presents the dispersions of the pseudo-rapid
distribution between model 2 and respective simulation m












wheren is the number of data points. In calculating the d
persions the rapidity density distribution of model 2 is co
rected for NSD events, following comments in the footno
(5), which is also shown in Fig. 4. In the table we prese
three values of different rapidity range;h* 50;3.0, h*
53.5;6.0, and h* 56.5;8.0. Note thath* 55.0 corre-
sponds tox* 50.1 atAs5546 GeV. That is, the three range
correspond roughly to the central, middle, and forward
gions, respectively, among which the middle region is
most important for cosmic-ray diffusion in the atmospher
The following observations can be made from the ta
and Fig. 4.
~1! In the central region the distributions are similar e
cept that ofHDPM.
~2! In the middle regionQGSJET, VENUS, DPMJET predict
higher density appreciably than that of model 2.
6UA5 Collaboration made a simulation code which describes
data observed by the collaboration.
t
FIG. 4. Pseudo-rapidity density distributions atAs5546 GeV.
Plots are by the simulation models~UA5 code, VENUS, QGSJET,
SIBYLL, HDPM, andDPMJET!. The data by the simulations are bas
on the NSD~nonsingle-diffractive! events, while those by model 0
model 1, and model 2~solid lines! are for all inelastic events. Se
the footnote(5) for the difference between NSD and all inelast
events. The chain line is that of model 2 which is corrected for N
events following the comment in the footnote(5).4-5
a
OHSAWA, SHIBUYA, AND TAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054004TABLE II. Scaling violation parameters, assumed in the models.





Model 0 a50 a850 ^K&50.5 the Feynman scaling law
Model 1 a50.105 a850.105 ^K&50.5
Model 2 a50.105 a850.210 ^K&50.5(E0 /A)






2.~3! In the forward region all the model predictions a
almost consistent.
~4! UA5 code predicts the most consistent distributi
with that of model 2.7 Figure 4 also suggests,
~5! The difference of the rapidity densities, predicted
respective simulation models, is not negligibly small.
~6! The experimental data of Harret al. is almost consis-











05400~7! The rapidity density of theQGSJETmodel, which is
used frequently at present in simulations of cosmic-ray p
nomena, is almost between those of model 1 and model
D. x distribution, multiplicity and inelasticity, predicted
by the models
Using an approximate relationx* .E/E0[x valid at high














byFigure 5 shows thex-distributions, predicted by model 2
for various primary energiesE0. As can be seen in the fig
ures, the Feynman scaling law is violated strongly both in
central region and in the forward region in model 2. The
are almost no particles withx>0.01 atE0510
20 eV.
Figure 6 shows the energy dependence of charged m
plicity, predicted by the formulated models, after integrati








It is one of the merits of the present formulation that thex
distribution is not divergent atx50 owing to the term
2m/As. Recall that the lower limit of integrationmp /E0 is
introduced by hand in Eq.~4! to calculate the multiplicity.
One can see in the figure that the difference in the multip
ity is small between model 1 and model 2 because we h
m~E0!.aF ln Asm 2 ln a8G .
7The code does not necessarily predict the pseudo-rapidity de
correctly in the forward region, because the observed pseu





That is, the parametera8 appears in the form of lna8. It is no
surprise that the energy dependence of model 2 agrees b
with the experimental data than that of model 1.
Figure 6 shows also the energy dependence of the ave





















It shows that the inelasticity decreases considerably in mo
2 at high energies while it is constant~i.e., 0.5) in model 0
and in model 1.8 It is worth noting that̂ K&50.5 holds when




8It may look strange that the average inelasticity^K& is 0.5 for
model 1, which has a higher rapidity density thanQGSJET, since
QGSJETfound ^K&.0.6. The effect is due to the difference in sam
pling of events, i.e., all inelastic events in the former and NS
events in the latter. In other words the average inelasticity
QGSJETis ;0.5 for all inelastic events.4-6
ation
PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH OF MULTIPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054004TABLE III. Dispersion of the pseudo-rapidity density distributions between model 2 and the simul
codes.
Pseudo-rapidity range UA5 code SIBYLL HDPM QGSJET VENUS DPMJET
h* 50.0;3.0 (x* 50;0.015)
S 0.145 0.158 1.017 0.120 0.614 0.488
s 0.144 0.150 0.381 0.131 0.296 0.264
h* 53.5;6.0 (x* 50.024;0.3)
S 0.198 0.563 0.563 1.054 2.974 2.974
s 0.182 0.306 0.306 0.419 0.704 0.704
h* 56.5;8.0 (x* >0.49)
S 0.058 0.033 0.033 0.006 0.033 0.033





























We have formulated the energy distribution of produc
particles in multiple particle production, based on the dir
observation data of cosmic-ray and accelerator experime
The energy region covers 1012–1014 eV.
FIG. 5. x distribution of model 2,x(dN/dx), for various pri-
mary energiesE0. The chain line in the upper figure is the scalin
function of Eq.~2! in the text. Full circles are experimental data
p1p→pch1X atAs520 GeV@20#, where the scaling law is valid
Model 2 shows the strong violation of Feynman scaling law both
the forward region and in the central region at high energies.
lower figure shows that the distribution in the forward regi
shrinks distinctly, in particular, at highest energies.05400d
t
ts.
The formula shows clearly violation of the Feynman sc
ing law both in the central region and in the forward regio
Hence we assume, following three models, that we nee
extrapolate the energy distribution into a higher energy
gion ~Table IV!.
Average inelasticity iŝK&50.5 in model 0 and in mode
1, but decreases with the incident energy in model 2. Mos
the nuclear interaction models, which are employed in
simulations to follow the diffusion of cosmic rays in th
atmosphere, lie between model 1 and model 2. The dif
ence of the rapidity density distributions, predicted by
spective models, is not negligibly small. This difference b
comes probably larger at>1015 eV where the models are
used to analyze high energy cosmic-ray data.
It was pointed out that the average inelasticity, which d
creases with energy like that in model 2, is not compati
n
e
FIG. 6. Energy dependence of charged multiplicity and that
total inelasticity, predicted by the models. Experimental data of
erage charged multiplicity~full circles! is from bubble chambers
CERN Intersecting Storage Rings~ISR! and CERN Super Proton
Synchrotron (Sp̄pS), compiled in Ref.@7#. The multiplicity is not
different so much between model 1 and model 2. Model 2 descr
the experimental data better than model 1, because model 2 ha
best-fit parameters to describe the rapidity density distribution.
elasticity is decreasing in model 2, while it is constant~50.5! for
model 0 and model 1. The shadowed area indicates the re
where the Feynman scaling law, i.e.,^K&50.5, is verified by the
experiments within the experimental errors.4-7
OHSAWA, SHIBUYA, AND TAMADA PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 054004TABLE IV. Formulated models in the present paper.
Feynman scaling law Remark
central region forward region
Model 0 valid valid Feynman scaling law,^K&50.5
Model 1 violated violated ^K&50.5













with the altitude variation of the cosmic-ray intensities o
tained by mountain emulsion chamber experiments@21#. We
will examine in a following paper whether or not model
the best fit to the experimental direct observation data,
scribes the highest energy air showers at>1018 eV.
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APPENDIX A: pT-DISTRIBUTION
The parameterp0 in Eq. ~7! in the text is expressed by th
rapidity y* in the following way:
p05H c ~y* ,y0* !
ce2c8(y* 2y0* ) ~y* .y0* !
,
wherey0* corresponds tox0* . That is, by the definition of the
rapidity we have
y0* . lnSAsm x0* D 5yc1 lnS Mx0*m D .
The regiony* .y0* is the forward region wherêpT& be-
comes smaller andyc5 ln(As/M ) (M : nucleon mass! is the
rapidity of the incident nucleon.
According to the experimental data of the UA7 Collab
ration @8#,
y0* 5yc21.5 and c85
1
1.76
at As5630 GeV approximately. Therefore we have






which leads to x0* 50.08 becausê ln(M/m)&51.0.
9 The
brackets ^•••& mean the average with respect to t
pT-distributiong(pT)dpT .
Similarly we have, for the pseudo-rapidityh* ,
p05H c ~h* ,h0* !
ce2c8(h* 2h0* ) ~h* .h0* !
with
h0* 5 lnSAspTx0* D
5yc1 lnS Mx0*pT D
5yc1 lnS Mx0*m D 2 lnS pTm D .
It follows
h0* 5yc21.3
because we havêln(pT /m)&520.2.
APPENDIX B: dNÕdx AND dNÕdy OF g RAYS
The particle distribution of the Chacaltaya emulsi
chamber experiment is expressed by the rapidity distribu
of g rays which are the decay product of allp0. Conse-
quently we have to relate the distributiondN/dx* of charged
pions in the text with that ofg-raysdNg /dxg . The deriva-
tion depends on smallness ofpT /As and pTg /As compared
with x* , because the experiment showed̂pT&.0.4
(GeV/c), ^pTg&.0.2 (GeV/c), and^As&5500 GeV@6#.
Guided by the distribution of pionsdN/dx in the text, we







9Then a small value ofx0* 50.08 is not so surprising becausex*
50.24 aty* 5yc . (yc is the rapidity of the incident nucleon whic
is considered the rapidity at the most forward region.! There are
only 1.25 charged particles in the regionx* .0.08.4-8
n
th
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in the forward region wherexg@2pTg /As.
We determineh(x) by the fact thatg rays are the decay























wheredN/dx is thex distribution of charged pions, given i
the text. Since we are concerned with the distribution in
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